ALBÉA
PROTECTS
BEAUTY

2020 IN
REVIEW

COVID & People
Albéa teams were fully mobilized during COVID-19,
from home and in production sites.

Hand sanitizer
production
More than 120 million hand sanitizer
tubes were produced by Albéa to answer
customers' needs worldwide.

Company News
The Dispensing Systems product line has been sold
to Silgan. Welcome to IBG - Innovative Beauty Group!

Anthelios sun screen tube by
La Roche-Posay (L'Oréal) and the
Coach Dreams fragrance cap each
received a Prix Formes de Luxe.

The same Anthelios sun screen

Prizes

tube by La Roche-Posay (L'Oréal),
Rouge Artist lipstick by Make Up
For Ever and Givenchy L'Interdit
solid perfume have each received
a Cosmétiquemag award.

The Greenleaf 2 PBL tube received
a Pack the Future award.

Responsible
Company
Our 31 sites have been
ISO 9001 Quality certified.

Responsible Packaging

The first cardboard-based

The first fully recyclable tube was launched

First chemical PCR

tube was launched

by Colgate, Henkel and Crest.

tube was launched

by L'Oréal.

by Estée Lauder.
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OUR CUSTOMERS...
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1. Caudalie: tube with SLIM Cap

6. Indola: PCR tube

2. Seventy-One Percent: PCR tube

7. Make Up For Ever: refillable palette

3. NaturschÖn: PCR tube

8. Colgate: recyclable tube

4. The Body Shop: PCR tube

9. AnneMarie Börlind: PCR tube

5. Labello: PCR lip gloss bottle

10. Maybelline: monomaterial mascara

15. Maybelline: PCR lip gloss

11. Garnier: cardboard-based tube

16. Sephora: paper lipstick

12. La Bouche Rouge: refillable lipstick

17. Judydoll: paper lipstick

13. Giorgio Armani: refillable perfume

18. Yves Saint Laurent: refillable jar

14. Monday: PCR bottle
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...AND THEIR PACKS!
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PROTECTING

BEAUTY

Protecting Beauty
means offering brands and their consumers
the best products through unique gestures
and exceptional experiences.
Protecting Beauty
means accompanying Women and Men
all over the world and contributing to their daily life
through makeup and skin care products.
Protecting Beauty
means providing all consumers
with innovative, quality products that
are respectful for them and for the planet.
Protecting Beauty
means making a commitment with the entire value chain
– suppliers, recyclers and brands –
to produce in a sustainable way.
Protecting Beauty
means mobilizing and showing solidarity
in times of crisis.
Protecting Beauty
means serving a variety of brands,
especially the smallest ones that dare to take the plunge,
wherever they are in the world.
Because Protecting Beauty
means designing responsible packaging;
and this cannot be done without deep commitment,
uncompromising determination and a collaborative spirit.

TOGETHER.
TODAY.
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ACTING SUSTAINABLY
Albéa was the first cosmetics packaging
company

to

sign

the

Ellen

MacArthur

Foundation’s commitment to a new plastics
economy.
This commitment commits us to produce 100%
reusable or recyclable plastic packaging by
2025.
In addition, Albéa has been awarded a Gold
rating and thus ranks in the top 6% of companies
evaluated by Ecovadis (on its overall social and
environmental impact), and B- by the CDP
on their climate index, whereas the industry
average is C.

DEFENDING THE COSMETICS INDUSTRY

accelerate the modernisation of our plants

Innovative and dynamic, the perfumery and

in a highly competitive environment, while

cosmetics industry is facing a health and

maintaining the necessary profitability for

economic crisis which is hitting an industry

our development. And we want to speed up

rather used to a continuous growth.

the advent of the circular economy of plastic
packaging” emphasises François Luscan, CEO

The Albéa group’s priority is therefore to

of the Albéa Group and member of METI.

defend the cosmetics industry – by committing
itself alongside the ecosystem and the value

Regarding

chain, by reaffirming the sense of partnership

especially responsible suppliers who guarantee

between customers, suppliers, partners and

the reputation of the brands and help them

local communities.

to achieve their own sustainable development

sustainable

development,

it

is

goals. A field that has experienced a positive
Whether it is for the preservation of jobs, the

acceleration this year and which is at the same

development of expertise, the protection of the

time a collective challenge, a meaningful

environment, the commitment to sustainable

project and a mobilising ambition.

development and responsible packaging, Albéa
and all its partners are investing to modernise

“We are convinced that there can be no

their products and industrial sites and to

responsible packaging without a responsible

promote “locally made” products.

company” adds François Luscan.

“We want to continue to defend industrial

This is why Albéa has accelerated the CSR

employment, to attract young people to

programmes that position the group as a

our industrial sites in the territories, to train

reliable and trustworthy partner - the subjects

our teams for the professions of the future.

of

We want to continue to invest massively to

regulatory affairs, human rights, etc.

safety,

ethics,

responsible

purchasing,
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RESPONSIBLE
PACKAGING
BY 2025.
By 2025, Albéa’s ambition is to produce packaging that is both
responsible for the planet and appealing to the consumer.
In accordance with the principles of circular

and recycled. This is a systemic change that

economy, Albéa aims to reduce the use of

involves the whole value chain, a lot of innovation

plastic and increase the use of recycled (PCR)

and collaboration. Each player contributes with

or bio-based plastic in the manufacture of its

its own expertise because no one can succeed

cosmetic packaging.

alone.

As a result of this desire to produce and offer

Albéa has the talented and passionate teams,

circular products, Albéa offers several types

the

of packaging based on 5 pillars: reduce, reuse,

legitimacy and expertise and the solutions that

recycle and increase the use of recycled plastic

will help brands achieve their CSR objectives.

pioneering

and

daring

mindset,

the

(PCR) and bio-based materials.
Let’s dare, let’s innovate, let’s work together to
Our packaging must be designed to be

invent the Circular Beauty of tomorrow.

recyclable; but it must also be collected, sorted

PCR Encore

Max PCR

Beautiful PCR

Ultimate PCR

IMAGINING & DESIGNING
RESPONSIBLE TUBES
By 2025, we want all our tubes to be 100% recyclable, incorporate
as much recycled material as possible (mechanical and chemical
PCR), decrease the use of plastic by weight reduction and
incorporating paper – and more!
INTEGRATION OF RECYCLED MATERIALS
MECHANICAL PCR TUBES
Albéa offers a range of PCR (Post Consumer

•

PCR ENCORE contains 28% of PCR. The

Recycled) recycled plastic tubes for all beauty

carbon footprint for the entire tube is

and care applications, available in France,

reduced by 17% compared to a conventional

Germany, Italy, Poland and the United States.

PE tube with a SLIM Cap.

Why choose Albéa’s PCR tubes? The PCR plastic

•

PCR MAX offers up to 45% of PCR. The

material is sourced in a secure and traceable

carbon footprint for the whole tube is

way. This eco-friendly material has a minimal

reduced by 22% compared to a PE tube

impact on the environment and contributes to

with a SLIM Cap.

the circular economy. Indeed, the reprocessing
of existing plastics saves energy and fossil

•

PCR BEAUTIFUL offers a perfect balance

resources, thus reducing the carbon footprint.

between

Albéa’s PCR tubes are ready to be recycled in

mixing PCR and virgin PE resin. The carbon

the existing stream of rigid HDPE plastics.

footprint for the whole tube is reduced by

aesthetics

and

durability

by

19% compared to a PE tube with a SLIM Cap.
Albéa offers a range of tubes with different
quantities of PCR, varying from 30 to 70%
depending on the needs of the brand:

•

PCR

ULTIMATE, composed entirely of

PCR and bio-based plastic, reduces the
carbon footprint for the whole tube by 55%
compared to a PE tube with a SLIM Cap.

CHEMICAL PCR TUBES
Albéa, Origins, The Estée Lauder Companies

A pioneer in the development of sustainable

and SABIC have joined forces to create a

packaging for beauty brands, Albéa will use its

breakthrough innovation: the first chemical

expertise in the use of high-tech recycled resins

PCR tube.

to provide Origins with a high-performance
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tube. This tube is made f rom

With

a polymer resin resulting f rom

technology, Albéa, Origins, ELC and

the

high-

SABIC are helping to accelerate

tech recycling process of circular

innovation throughout the value

certified

chain and develop a circular plastics

revolutionary

SABIC

polyethylene

and

polypropylene.
High-tech

this

innovative

recycling

economy.

recycling

transforms

Stephane

Barlet,

Sales

Director

plastics that are difficult to recycle,

of Albéa Americas, explains: “This

usually

breakthrough

destined

for

incineration

with

Estée

components. Once the plastic has

SABIC is a world first in the beauty

returned to its molecular state, it is

industry. It paves the way for the use

used

of post-consumer recycled plastics

create

high-performance

in

plastics similar to virgin material.

prestige

Companies

The

or landfill, back into their basic

to

Lauder

Origins,

beauty

and

packaging

through an innovative source of high
certified

quality resins. This co-development

circular polymer, part of its circular

also underlines the importance of

solutions portfolio TRUCIRCLE™, uses

partnership and audacity in the value

this technology to infinitely reconvert

chain.”

SABIC’s

revolutionary,

plastics back into the original polymer.

100% RECYCLABLE TUBES THANKS TO
A MONO-MATERIAL COMPOSITION
In terms of eco-design, Albéa is

in existing HDPE plastic streams.

accelerating the pace by substituting
materials in favor of others to offer

This offer of mono-material tubes

single-material

(sleeve, head and cap) facilitates the

packaging,

thus

allowing a better recyclability.

recycling habit for the consumer.

100% PE TUBES, WHICH CAN BE

Moreover,

RECYCLED IN RIGID HDPE RECYCLING

perfectly with the CSR strategies of our

STREAMS

clients and brands to achieve the goal of

With the prospect of 2025 of supplying

a circular economy.

100%

recyclable

packaging,

this

100%

PE

offer

fits

Albéa

is expanding its range of caps for

The 100% PE caps are compatible for

tubes

caps,

both laminate and plastic tubes and are

thus producing tubes made of 100%

available in Europe in diameters 30, 35,

PE,

40 and 50.

by

offering

therefore

100%
fully

PE

recyclable

GREENLEAF 2, THE ECO-FRIENDLY LAMINATE TUBE DESIGNED TO BE RECYCLABLE
Albéa has developed the Greenleaf tube as an

For the cosmetics market, Greenleaf is available

alternative to aluminium laminate tubes (ABL),

in a 330µ version, designed with 10% less plastic

highly protective of the formula but difficult to

than a conventional laminate cosmetic tube

recycle.

(without aluminium) of 400µ thickness.

The Greenleaf tube has successfully

For the oral hygiene market, Greenleaf is

passed the two tests defined by the

available in a 250µ version, corresponding

American Association of Plastic Recyclers

to the specific needs and codes of this

(APR) to assess its recyclability.

market.

The APR tests ensure that a packaging

Greenleaf

such as the Greenleaf tube is compatible

environmental footprint compared to

with the HDPE bottle recycling stream

traditional

and can therefore join an established and

The

efficient recycling process.

of its structure, combined with a PE cap

thus

offers

a

reduced

aluminium-based

reinforced

mechanical

tubes.

properties

available soon, ensure high recyclability
In Europe, Greenleaf’s recyclability has

and may even make it possible to suppress

been approved by Suez Cirpack and

secondary packaging.

Recyclass, again indicating that Greenleaf
tube is compatible with the HDPE bottle

Albéa’s Greenleaf tube has already attracted

stream.

many brands including P&G, ColgatePalmolive and Henkel for their oral hygiene

With Greenleaf, the aluminium barrier is

tubes.

replaced by an EVOH barrier suitable for dental
hygiene and cosmetic applications.

CARDBOARD PACKAGING
Albéa

has

developed

with

L'Oréal,

footprint and a 45% reduction in the use

as part of a partnership focusing on

of plastic compared to existing solutions.

responsible packaging innovation, the
first cardboard-based cosmetic tube,

Albéa offers a standard format of this

replacing a large part of the plastic

cardboard tube called Metamorphosis,

with a certified bio-based paper-based

already available for brands in the food

material.

and oral hygiene sector that wish to use
it and from this year on for beauty brands.

This innovation is an alternative solution for
certain ranges of cosmetic packaging. The

Proud of this development, Albéa continues

first launch of this tube was made with the

to develop its cardboard packaging offer

La Roche-Posay brand and the Anthélios

on other types of packaging.

sun care tube, which has a reduced carbon
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INVENTING & PRODUCING
RESPONSIBLE PACKAGING
FOR MAKEUP AND SKIN CARE
By 2025, we want our cosmetics packaging to be 100% recyclable
or reusable, thanks to the integration of PCR (mechanical and
chemical) or bio-based plastics, the selection of responsible
materials, the optimisation of decoration processes, and the
reduction in the use of plastic by incorporating paper or metal –
and more!

INTEGRATION OF RECYCLED MATERIALS
PCR MASCARA BRUSHES
Albéa

Tips

Studio,

our

global

centre

of

excellence for applicators, based in Bottanuco,
Italy, now offers mascara brushes made from

Nano Hollow PCR

100% recycled plastic.
This innovation completes the work on each of
the components of our most iconic standard

Dual Comb PCR

mascaras: already using more virtuous types
of plastics (PP, PET, PE), some components are
now available in PCR.
Superbrush PCR

MONO-MATERIAL PACKAGING TO BE RECYCLABLE
LIPSTICK MECHANISMS, STICKS AND MONO-

for rigid formulas.

MATERIAL CONTAINERS TO BE INTEGRATED
INTO EXISTING RECYCLING STREAMS

This move towards single-material packaging

Albéa proposes Rouge Green, an innovative

is a first step towards the recyclability of small

mechanism in 100% PP which, when combined

make-up and skincare products, as it does not

with our PP cap/base set, creates the perfect

require sorting between components to be

recyclable stick.

recycled in the future! This work has also been
extended to several segments of our catalogue,

Rouge Green is a non-guided mechanism, ideal

and Albéa can now offer large diameter stick

(PT093) or lip balm (DK1104) packaging in 100%
PP.
Other materials are also explored such as PET
on the face stick (LS-092) or the container.
Material combinations are also considered
for packs with easily separable components,
such as the Cushion Compact. This refillable
container in PET, designed for liquid formulas,
has a central 100% PP jar that can be unclipped
and easily refilled.

Rouge Green

REUSABLE & REFILLABLE PACKAGING
Endless Passion is a 12.7mm diameter stick

reuse the packaging endlessly while changing

made in France produced in the Plouhinec

the formula, by choice or necessity, when it is

plant (France), the Albéa group’s centre of

finished. Therefore, after 3 refills, the fact of

excellence for lipsticks and sticks.

having kept its original packaging and replaced
its mechanism instead of buying it all back

Designed in PP (cap and base), its particularity

reduces the product’s carbon footprint by 50%.

lies in its non-guided mechanism that can be
clipped and replaced, giving the opportunity to

CARDBOARD PACKAGING
Albéa also produces make-up pallets in 100%

possibilities, with multi-colored and complex

FSC cardboard. Several models are available:

designs.

Hide & Show, Notebook, Slide and Box Pallet,
whose designs ensure functionality without

Albéa thus created the #LIPSTORIES lipsticks of

using magnets or other inserts.

SEPHORA COLLECTION.

The Paper Kiss lipstick, available in 12.7mm
diameter non-guided and 11.3mm diameter
guided mechanisms, also incorporates FSC
cardboard for the cap and base, reducing
its carbon footprint by 66% compared to an
equivalent plastic lipstick. The use of cardboard
also offers a wide range of customisation
Slide Paper Palette
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ABOUT ALBÉA
We design and manufacture responsible packaging - tubes, lipsticks, mascaras, perfume
caps, skin care jars and turnkey solutions - for the beauty, care and health markets.
We are convinced that there can be no responsible packaging without a responsible
company. That is why we act for the environment, we defend the reputation of our dynamic
and prestigious customers, we support our communities, we invest in technical expertise
and cutting-edge equipment for our 31 modern sites around the world, and we care for our
10,000 talents.

At Albéa, we Protect Beauty.
albea-group.com

MEDIA CONTACT
Cécile Tuil
cecile.tuil@albea-group.com

CONTENT
Clémentine Barbet
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DESIGN
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